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ESPNChicago.com 
Tyler Chatwood latest starter to stall Cubs' momentum 
By Jesse Rogers 
 
CHICAGO -- The major league leader in giving up walks was at it again on Tuesday as Chicago Cubs right-
hander Tyler Chatwood continues to confound his new team and fan base. Leaving Coors Field after last 
season was supposed to lead to good things for him, but instead it has seen him deliver a bevy of free 
passes for the opposition, including six more in a 10-1 blowout loss to the Cleveland Indians. 
 
"Definitely frustrating," Chatwood said after the game Tuesday night. "One at-bat I'll feel really good, 
then the next one I feel like I'm fighting myself." 
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The same goes from start to start. Chatwood was coming off a two-walk, one-run performance against 
the high-scoring Braves but could not follow it up with another good one. It has been maddening to 
watch and probably to manage. 
 
"He has a busy delivery," manager Joe Maddon said. "It's kind of busy what he does with his hands. It's 
something he's done for a while. It's not like you can just change it easily because that's how his arm 
works. That's how his body works. You saw it the other day, when it's on time how good it can be. When 
it's out of sorts a bit, all of a sudden, it becomes shotgun." 
 
Just how bad is Chatwood's control these days? He has walked 40 in 45⅔ innings, and according to ESPN 
Stats & Information research, he's the first Cub since Carlos Zambrano in 2007 to issue five or more 
walks in at least six starts -- and we haven't even hit Memorial Day yet. In fact, no other pitcher in 
baseball this season has more than three starts of five or more walks this year. He's lapping the field. 
 
"I'm trying to force pitches rather than just letting it happen," Chatwood said. "Little mechanical thing. 
I'm drifting down the mound. I don't know where I've created that bad habit. ... Last time I was able to 
stay into rhythm. Tonight I was battling rushing rather than staying back. It's just keeping that feeling 
and maintaining that." 
 
Time will tell if Chatwood can figure it out, considering he's in the first year of a three-year deal worth 
$38 million. Inconsistent teammate Yu Darvish is in the first year of his contract as well, a deal that's 
worth $126 million. Lefty Jose Quintana is signed through 2020. All are talented but all have been shaky 
so far. 
 
 
Perhaps the brakes should be applied to all the Manny Machado talk and focus should instead be on 
what's important: starting pitching. That's what has prevented the Cubs from going on a run this season 
-- not some offensive problems which pop up from time to time. It's not that the rotation is awful -- the 
Cubs wouldn't be five games over .500 if it were -- but a win streak will always be an arm's length away 
if there is so much inconsistency on the mound. That has been proven over time. 
 
For now, Maddon remains in Chatwood's corner as he'll take his next start in five days. 
 
"Man, that's good stuff," Maddon said of the movement on Chatwood's pitches. "We just have to get it 
in the zone ... I have a lot of faith. I know we're going to reap the rewards, the benefits, as he figures this 
thing out." 
 
-- 
 
ESPNChicago.com 
Joe Maddon doesn't see relievers starting games becoming norm 
By Jesse Rogers 
 
CHICAGO -- Although he's known for thinking outside the box, Chicago Cubs manager Joe Maddon 
doesn't believe having a reliever start games is something that will catch on. 
 
The Tampa Bay Rays tried the strategy this past weekend against the Los Angeles Angels, starting Sergio 
Romo on Saturday and Sunday with decent results. The Rays split the two games. 
 
"That was done out of necessity," Maddon said Tuesday afternoon. "If you don't have enough starters 
that you like, you may choose to do something on a day, maybe two days. To see that becoming a part 



 

of the norm, I doubt it. If you want to do it that way, you would really have to nurture that in the minor 
leagues for a long time. I think you're going to wear out bullpen dudes if you're going to do something 
like that." 
 
Romo pitched 1⅓ innings in his start Sunday and was followed by three relievers, but on Saturday, he 
was relieved by starter Ryan Yarbrough after pitching a scoreless first inning. Yarbrough pitched the next 
6⅓ innings, and the Rays won 5-3. 
 
"Because it worked, it becomes attractive," Maddon said. "Had it not worked, it would never have been 
talked about again. I don't think it's a method that will be utilized often. It can on occasion." 
 
Maddon also said that though Yarbrough missed the top of the Angels' order in the first inning, he could 
have just as easily avoided it on the back end, allowing Romo to face the top of the order in a more 
important part of the game. The circumstances played out in favor of the Rays on Saturday, with Romo 
striking out the side in the first, but Maddon said he doesn't think the strategy could work in the long 
run, other than adding some energy to the team. 
 
"It could have stirred up interest in the team," he said. "Like batting [Anthony] Rizzo leadoff. ... I would 
be very surprised it that were able to last." 
 
Maddon also mentioned the conversations that managers would need to have with their veteran 
starters, who are used to preparing a certain way. 
 
"Plus I don't want to tell Jon Lester, 'You're coming in the second,'" Maddon said with a smile. "I don't 
want to say, 'You'll be in there in the second inning, don't worry about it.' 
 
"And definitely don't want to tell [former Cub] John Lackey that. That would be my worst nightmare 
right there. 'John, I was thinking about something. What do you think, brother?'" 
 
-- 
 
NBC Sports Chicago 
Cubs still searching for answers for Tyler Chatwood's puzzling control issues 
By Tony Andracki 
 
Tyler Chatwood looked to be turning the corner with his control issues, but alas, he and the Cubs aren't 
so lucky. 
 
After walking only two batters in a solid start in Atlanta last week, Chatwood had taken a big step in the 
right direction. It was, after all, only the third time he'd walked fewer than 5 batters in an outing this 
season. 
 
Those control woes reared their ugly heads once again Tuesday night at Wrigley Field in a 10-1 loss to 
the Indians. Chatwood walked 6 batters and managed to net only 8 outs, getting hammered for 4 runs in 
the third inning. 
 
"Ugh, it was tough," Maddon said. "The stuff was so good, we just couldn't get a strike." 
 
"It's definitely frustrating," Chatwood said, "because one at-bat, I'll feel really good and the next one, I 
feel like I'm fighting myself. 
 



 

"Last time [out], I was able to stay in the rhythm. Tonight, I was kinda battling, rushing rather than 
staying back, so it's just keeping that feeling and maintaining that." 
 
His season ERA is only 3.74, which looks good until you consider his WHIP is 1.62 and he's walked 40 
batters in 45.2 innings with only 41 strikeouts in the process. He now leads baseball in walks per 9 
innings. 
 
Chatwood said earlier this month in St. Louis that he's figured out what has led to the startling lack of 
control and while he didn't elaborate on the mechanical issue, he was working hard at correcting the 
problem in bullpens. 
 
He's also used the term "fighting myself" at least a dozen times this month alone and it's become a 
common refrain for his explanation of what's going on.  
 
"He's got a busy delivery when he throws the baseball," Maddon said. "He's kinda busy what he does 
with his hands. It's not like he can just change it easily because that's how his arm works, how his body 
works. 
 
"Sometimes, like you see him the other day, everything's on time and how good it can be and when it's 
out of sorts a bit, then all of the sudden it becomes shotgun. Ah man, you can see the movement [on his 
pitches] from the side, how good it is.  
 
"We gotta harness it somehow. I spoke to him briefly on the bench; I reassured him it's gonna be fine, 
it's gonna be really good by the end of the year. We gotta figure it out and he knows that. But man, 
that's good stuff. We just gotta get it in the zone." 
 
Chatwood also admitted part of the problem is mental in that he's trying to force pitches rather than 
trusting his stuff. He's also gotten into the bad habit of drifting down the mound, though he's not sure 
when or where he picked up that hitch in his delivery. 
 
Chatwood and Cubs pitching coach Jim Hickey are working on slowing his delivery down to get his arm in 
the same spot on a more consistent basis. 
 
When the Cubs signed Chatwood over the winter, it was easy to see why. 
 
He just turned 28 in December, his peripherals and a move from hitter-friendly Coors Field foretold a 
potential leap in performance and his stuff is nasty. Plus, he signed a three-year deal at a relative 
bargain of $38 million. 
 
Once the Cubs signed Yu Darvish in spring training, you could make the case that Chatwood could be 
among the best No. 5 starters in baseball. 
 
Nine starts later, the honeymoon period is well over with Chatwood, as he threw only 30 of his 74 
pitches for strikes Tuesday night and sent catcher Willson Contreras sailing all around home plate for 
pitches way out of the zone. 
 
Still, it's clear to see there is some intriguing talent there and the season there is roughly 70 percent of 
the season remaining before the Cubs make what they hope is another run at the World Series. 
 
"I have a lot of faith," Maddon said. "I know we're gonna reap the rewards, the benefits as he figures 
this thing out." 



 

 
-- 
 
NBC Sports Chicago 
The trade rumors aren't going away, but that hasn't changed Cubs' faith in Addison Russell 
By Tony Andracki 
 
How much do the Cubs really need Manny Machado?  
 
They entered play Tuesday leading the National League in runs per game, on-base percentage, slugging 
percentage and run differential. 
 
That doesn't sound like a team desperate for another bat and would trade future assets to go all-in for 
only a few months of a player, even one as good as Machado. 
 
Of course, the Cubs went out and got walloped 10-1 by the Indians Tuesday night at Wrigley Field, but 
that had more to do with awful pitching and Machado won't do a thing to help that area of the game. In 
fact, Machado would actually hurt the team's run prevention given he's a worse defensive shortstop 
than Addison Russell. 
 
All that being said, the Machado rumors probably won't be going anywhere until the Baltimore Orioles 
deal their shortstop to either the Cubs or another team, so Russell will have to get used to hearing his 
name included in such conversations. 
 
Any Cubs package headed to Baltimore for Machado likely has to start with Russell, the Cubs' 24-year-
old shortstop who won't become a free agent until after the 2021 season. 
 
"He would be robotic if it did not [affect him]," Joe Maddon said. "I think honestly if he was 7, 8, 10 
years into the league and something like this was being bandied about, probably not nearly as much. But 
the age that he's at, the experience level that he's at, I think it just can't help but have an impact. 
 
"So we just gotta continue to nurture him here. I talk to him all the time. There's certain things you can't 
control. You can't control what's being said, but you can control how you react to it. That's about the 
best thing we could encourage him to do and he'll get our support." 
 
Maddon said he gives Russell a hug and reminds him of "something" before every game as he tries to 
massage the confidence of a player that is currently the shortstop of a Cubs team with World Series 
expectations. 
 
Russell doesn't turn 25 until next January, yet many people act like he's already peaked as a player.  
 
He's two years removed from hitting 21 homers and driving in 95 runs as part of the 2016 championship 
season. 
 
2017 was a lost year for so many reasons — from off-field issues to shoulder and foot problems — and 
Russell has only 1 homer in the first quarter of the 2018 season, but he's taken other strides this year. 
 
He currently boasts career best marks in walk percentage, strikeout percentage, line drive percentage, 
groundball percentage and is using the opposite field more than ever. 
 



 

The power hasn't come yet this year, but a .343 on-base percentage is a pretty solid complementary 
piece to one of the best all-around defenders in the game. 
 
Russell ranks 10th in baseball in Defensive Runs Saved among all players, tied for second among 
shortstops. Fielding metrics are not perfect, but Machado is 133rd in DRS among qualifed fielders and 
24th among shortstops, so there is clearly a gap between the two players' glovework. 
 
Maddon has never shown any outward sign of altering his belief in Russell becoming a dynamic player. 
 
"Addy's gonna continue to progress to the point where all his game is gonna become consistent," 
Maddon said. "And even beyond that, who do you like better at shortstop [defensively] right now? ... His 
throwing's dramatically improved. His baserunning decisions — I know he had a gaffe in Cincinnati, but 
for the most part, he's gotten better. 
 
"So what we're really talking about is his hitting. That's where people get hung up about this game all 
the time. I see absolute progress in that, also. He just came off a hot week and he had a couple tough 
days and then all of a sudden, it becomes exaggerated. Why? Because he's 24. 
 
"I think the sky is the limit for this guy. He's a confidence guy like most of us are. As he's feeling good 
about himself, that's when the line drives start to occur. I mean, one of the biggest hits so far was the 
ball over the centerfielder's head in Atlanta [last week]. 
 
"And he always has this tendency to do some really good work when it matters most. He's been that guy 
already. So just be patient. He's just gonna keep getting better." 
 
Remember, Russell is the same guy that hit a grand slam and drove in 6 runs in Game 6 of the World 
Series in Cleveland and started every game at shortstop that postseason. Every year Russell has been 
the Cubs' shortstop, the season has included a trip to the National League Championship Series. 
 
"Our front office has always been one to make moves and they’re not afraid to do things and we’ve seen 
that," Kris Bryant said. "We won a world series because of that, getting [Aroldis] Chapman and some of 
the other guys we got, but we don’t put one ounce of thought into that because we’re happy with the 
guys we have here. 
 
"The effort that everybody puts forth day in and day out when they’re on the field is spectacular. You 
know we have a great group of guys here and until someone is gone, we’re going to play with what 
we’ve got and continue to play the way we have. So, not much thought about [trade rumors]." 
 
Russell has also quietly been very productive over the last month after a slow start to the season. Since 
April 26, he boasts a .306/.386/.444 slash line (.830 OPS). 
 
It's still hard to see the Cubs willing to give up the next 3.5 years of Russell for 3 months of Machado and 
MAYBE a slightly better chance of re-signing the superstar this winter. 
 
"I was talking about a 24-year-old hitter, what about a 24-year-old human being having to process all of 
that?" Maddon asked. "Whether he's hearing it or not from anywhere here, it's just mom, dad, brother, 
friend, former coach on the phone — 'What's that all about?'  
 
"He's gotta be inundated with that conversation. He didn't ask for that. He's just doing his job." 
 
-- 



 

 
NBC Sports Chicago 
Albert Almora Jr. knows he doesn't need to sell the Cubs to 'cousin' Manny Machado 
By Tony Andracki 
 
Albert Almora Jr. has known Manny Machado all his life. 
 
They're so close, they call each other "cousins", refer to the other's parents as "aunt" and "uncle" and 
Almora was a groomsman in Machado's wedding. 
 
So with all these rumors about the Cubs potentially being the frontrunner to trade for Machado this 
summer, should we start referring to Almora-Machado as the better potential bromance in Chicago over 
Bryant-Harper? 
 
The Cubs would have to acquire Machado in a trade this summer, but they undoubtedly wouldn't do 
that unless they thought they could sell him on staying here long-term when he reaches free agency 
after the 2018 season. 
 
But Almora doesn't think he or the Cubs need to sell anything to Machado. 
 
"That's the great thing about this organization," Almora said. "There's nothing that needs to be said. 
Guys want to play for us because we're the team to be and we have a lot of fun here. We have a great 
group of guys." 
 
The Cubs have put together a heck of a resume in recent years, to the point where one reporter asked 
Kris Bryant if they're almost at the New England Patriots level of success. 
 
That's taking things a few steps too far given the Cubs have won just one championship. But they have 
made it to the National League Championship Series three years in a row, they lead baseball in regular 
season wins since the start of the 2015 season and they have arguably the best young core in baseball. 
 
It wouldn't have to take much convincing to want to join the same lineup as Bryant, Anthony Rizzo, 
Willson Contreras, Javy Baez and others while playing for a manager (Joe Maddon) that has no rules as 
long as you hustle down the line and a front office that is among the best in baseball at accomodating 
players' families and off-field lives. 
 
Oh yeah, and then there's the whole Wrigley Field effect and a fanbase that is as national and 
passionate as they come. 
 
Almora insists he doesn't talk to his "cousin" about coming to the Cubs and maintained he loves the 
current roster and has said all year they have a special team. 
 
That being said, Almora did concede to how awesome it would be if he and Machado could win the 
World Series someday on the same team. 
 
They used to dream up that situation in their backyards as kids and when Almora got a ring with the 
Cubs in 2016, he jokingly rubbed it in Machado's face as they worked out together in Miami. 
 
"We used to play a game," Almora said. "I used to throw him a basketball. He used to hit it with a wood 
bat and we'd put scenarios in my backyard — World Series and stuff like that.  
 



 

"But obviously we never sat down and talked about it seriously as kids. Now that we're adults, that 
would be special." 
 
Machado is clearly in the discussion as one of the very best players in baseball while Almora is just now 
earning everyday playing time. But the Cubs centerfielder wouldn't concede to the fact that his bestie 
was better than him as children. 
 
"Between Manny and myself? He was older than I am," Almora said, smiling. "I don't know, I'm not 
gonna say he was better than me." 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Tribune 
Cubs try to ignore local media's obsession with Manny Machado 
By Paul Sullivan 
 
Manny Machado Week entered Day Two on Tuesday, and no one seemed to be enjoying the hoopla as 
much as the Orioles themselves. 
 
A Baltimore Sun headline on Machado Watch read “Orioles teammates play along as Manny Machado is 
greeted in Chicago as potential savior for Cubs.” The story accompanying it described how players were 
egging the Orioles star on before his news conference. 
 
Things settled down a bit Tuesday on the South Side, while across town MannyFest was just getting 
started. 
 
Before Tyler Chatwood’s latest walk-a-thon in the Cubs’ 10-1 blowout loss to the Indians in a 2016 
World Series rematch at Wrigley Field, the topic was broached a time or two in the home clubhouse. 
 
“You hear rumors all the time,” Cubs first baseman Anthony Rizzo said. “If I’m going to comment on 
every rumor that (is spread) … it’s crazy. We’re baseball players. People write stuff. We have no control. 
I have no idea of what’s going on. 
 
“I do know I’ve seen rumors long enough to know it’ll be rumors until Aug. 1, and that’s when the 
(trade) deadline is over. We’re just starting a little earlier this year, in May.” 
 
Actually, July 31 is just the non-waiver trade deadline. The Justin Verlander trade rumors lasted until 
Aug. 31 last year before the Tigers ace was dealt to the Astros. 
 
But Rizzo’s point is well taken. The baseball rumor mill usually doesn’t crank up until late June or early 
July. Yet every website needs click-worthy material, and sports radio needs something to discuss until 
Bears full squad minicamp starts June 5. 
 
The real question is whether Cubs’ fans really are clamoring for Machado or it’s just a media creation 
derived from a confluence of unconnected events — Machado being in town to play the White Sox and 
the Cubs failing to live up to preseason expectations. 
 
Kris Bryant said it’s crazy to worry about the Cubs after what they have accomplished. 
 
“When you look at the talent in here and what we’ve been able to do, it would be kind of foolish to 
doubt us,” he said. “We’re right where we need to be.” 



 

 
But a little help never hurts, and some are doing their best to get the ball rolling. Some fans held up a 
sign at Sox Park on Monday saying “Chicago Wants Machado.” But it turned out to be a couple of radio 
guys from the Cubs’ flagship station. Cubs pre- and postgame TV host David Kaplan claimed on NBC 
Sports Chicago that the town had come down with “Manny Fever,” but it looked to me like seasonal 
allergies, perhaps because of the very high pollen count the heavy rain stirred up. 
 
I’ve covered a lot of “watches” at Wrigley over the years, dating back to the Mike Piazza watch 20 years 
ago. The Cubs lost out to the Mets, who acquired Piazza from the Marlins on May 22, 1998, for three 
prospects. When the names of those prospects were scrolled on ESPN on the clubhouse TV, an angry 
Cubs player stood up and yelled: “You have to be kidding.” 
 
Then-Cubs President Andy MacPhail assuaged disappointed Cubs fans, saying, “We’ll have plenty of 
opportunities to improve.” The Cubs wound up getting Matt Karchner at the trade deadline for, gulp, 
Jon Garland. 
 
Every Machado trade scenario seems to involve Addison Russell, who said he’s not paying attention, as 
if that was possible. Manager Joe Maddon said he feels for Russell, who wants to remain a Cub. 
 
“Of course,” Maddon said. “You talk about a 24-year-old hitter. How about a 24-year-old human being 
having to try to process all of that. Whether he’s hearing it or not from anywhere here, it’s (his) mom, 
dad, brother, friend, former coach, on the phone (asking) ‘What’s this all about?’ 
 
“He has to be inundated with that conversation. He didn’t ask for it. He’s just doing his job.” 
 
Maddon said it’s only human for the rumors to affect Russell. 
 
“He would be robotic if he (was) not,” he said. “If he was 7-10 years into the league, and something like 
this was been bantered about, not nearly as much. But the age he’s at, the experience level he’s at, it 
can’t help but have an impact. 
 
“We just have to continue to nurture him here and talk to him all the time. There are certain things you 
can’t control. You can’t control what’s being said. You can control how you react to it. That’s the best 
thing we can encourage him to do, and he’ll get our support.” 
 
Manny Machado Week will come to an end Thursday when the Orioles finish their four-game series on 
the South Side and head to Tampa Bay, where no one cares where the star shortstop is headed. 
 
As for the Cubs? 
 
Be patient. 
 
They will have plenty of opportunities to improve. 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Tribune 
Cubs' Tyler Chatwood destined for an adjustment in mechanics: 'I'm fighting myself' 
By Mark Gonzales 
 



 

Tyler Chatwood pitched well enough in high school to become a second-round pick in the 2008 draft, 
and his talents in six seasons with the Angels and Rockies were enough to convince the Cubs to sign him 
to a three-year, $38 million contract. 
 
But it might be too late to overhaul the mechanics in Chatwood’s delivery that have left him vulnerable 
to bouts of wildness, which surfaced again Tuesday night in a 10-1 loss to the Indians. 
 
“If you watch his delivery closely, there’s a lot going on,” said Cubs manager Joe Maddon, referring to 
the movement in Chatwood’s hands before throwing to home plate. “It tends to lead to a lack of 
command of your fastball. He’s not the only guy. There are other guys like that too. 
 
“But when your arm works a certain way for such a long period of time, it’s hard to say, ‘I’m going to 
change what I’ve been doing.’ It’s possibly slowing his delivery down a bit.” 
 
Maddon added that Chatwood and pitching coach Jim Hickey are working on the latter, which might 
require plenty of repetition before his next scheduled start Monday against the Pirates. 
 
Chatwood walked six in 2 2/3 innings — his shortest outing since joining the Cubs. His six walks were 
one shy of his season high and two short of his career high of eight. 
 
Chatwood thought his flaw was corrected before his last start May 15 at Atlanta, when he walked only 
two and allowed four hits before Maddon pulled him. 
 
“I’m fighting myself,” Chatwood said. “The last time I was able to stay in rhythm. This time, I was rushing 
rather than staying back. So it’s keeping that feeling and maintaining.” 
 
Chatwood allowed only one home run in his first 45 innings until Jose Ramirez smacked a three-run 
home run in the third — which preceded a walk to Francisco Lindor to start the inning. 
 
Until Tuesday’s loss, Chatwood had been able to keep games close despite his bouts of wildness. 
Chatwood became the first pitcher in major-league history to start a game, pitch five innings and allow 
no runs while walking eight or more batters in a 7-2 win against the Braves on July 24, 2016. 
 
Maddon believes Chatwood, 28, is at an age where he can be reaching his peak, but that will depend on 
whether he can harness his wildness. 
 
“Sometimes when you see him (in Atlanta) and everything is on time and it’s how good he can be, and 
when it’s out of sorts a bit, and all of a sudden it becomes shotgun,” Maddon said. “You can see 
movement from the side how good it is. We have to harness this somehow. 
 
“I reassured him it’s going to be fine, it’s going to be good by the end of the year. We have to figure it 
out, and he knows that.” 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Tribune 
Cubs starter Tyler Chatwood's control issues continue with six walks in 10-1 blowout loss to Indians 
By Mark Gonzales 
 
Kris Bryant said he usually doesn’t hear the concerns of Cubs fans but can deduce them from the tone of 
questions reporters ask. 



 

 
But the boos echoing throughout Wrigley Field after Tyler Chatwood’s wild but short outing Tuesday 
night indicate that a recent 4-2 trip doesn’t buy the Cubs a grace period. 
 
Just as the Cubs hoped some of their problems were cured during their recent journey, Chatwood 
walked six in a season-low 2 2/3 innings during a 10-1 blowout loss to the Indians. 
 
This hardly matched the buildup of the Indians’ last visit to Wrigley Field during Game 5 of the 2016 
World Series, with Cleveland holding first place in the American League Central and the Cubs in the 
middle of a tight four-team pack in the National League Central that many forecasters and fans expect 
them to win. 
 
To some extent, Bryant agrees with those disappointed in the Cubs’ 25-20 mark. 
 
“We’re underperforming a little bit,” Bryant said before the game. “We’re pretty average right now but 
still (five) games above .500 and in a pretty good spot. We look at our track record, three consecutive 
(National League Championship Series) appearances. I’m sure it gets old. 
 
“Maybe it can be seen as an excuse, but when you look at the talent in here and what we can do, it 
would be foolish to doubt us. We’re right where we need to be and we’re excited, ready to go and guys 
are refreshed.” 
 
But Monday’s day off did little to help the Cubs solve Trevor Bauer, who has limited the Cubs to one run 
while striking out 14 in 12 2/3 innings against them this season. 
 
And Chatwood’s wildness caught up to him Tuesday night when he walked Francisco Lindor to start the 
third, and Jose Ramirez followed later with a three-run homer. Walks to Melky Cabrera and No. 8 hitter 
Greg Allen prompted manager Joe Maddon to pull Chatwood, who threw only 30 of 74 pitches for 
strikes after he walked only two batters in 5 1/3 innings May 15 at Atlanta. 
 
Mike Montgomery relieved and fared worse, allowing six runs in 2 2/3 innings. Overall, Cubs pitchers 
gave up 11 hits and allowed 10 walks. 
 
“It was tough,” Maddon said. “(Chatwood’s stuff) is so good. We just couldn’t get a strike. Even when I 
had to take him out, I felt strongly about Monty being able to keep them in check for a bit and let us 
mount an attack of sorts. But he had a tough night, too.” 
 
Chatwood, who thought he corrected a mechanical flaw before his last start, has walked 40 in 45 2/3 
innings. This marked the sixth time Chatwood has walked at least five batters in a start. 
 
“It’s definitely frustrating because one at-bat I feel really good, and the next one I’m fighting myself,” 
Chatwood said. “It’s more frustrating that I’m putting us behind against a guy like Bauer.” 
 
Anthony Rizzo, who has been through the spin cycle of pretending to contending teams during his 6 ½ 
seasons with the Cubs, provided a humbling assessment. 
 
“We have a long ways to go,” Rizzo said. “The other teams in our division aren’t going to go anywhere. 
They’re going to be fighting to the end, like we are. It’s the little things we have to take care of on a daily 
basis. 
 
“We have good attitudes. The personalities are built for the long haul.” 



 

 
-- 
 
Chicago Tribune 
Albert Almora Jr. won't try to recruit good friend Manny Machado to Cubs 
By Mark Gonzales 
 
Albert Almora Jr. said he hopes to have lunch Wednesday with Miami childhood friend Manny Machado, 
but Almora won’t put on a recruiting blitz for the Cubs. 
 
“When we talk, we talk about family, his wife, my son and wife — that’s it,” Almora said of his 
conversations with Machado, the Orioles superstar several Cubs fans covet in the final year of his 
contract. 
 
Furthermore, Almora believes the Cubs reputation speaks for itself. 
 
“This is the great thing about this organization,” Almora said. “Nothing needs to be said. Guys want to 
play for us because we’re the team to be. And we have a lot of fun. We have a great group of guys.” 
 
The bond between Almora and Machado is strong, from Almora serving as a groomsman in Machado’s 
wedding to calling each other cousins to Almora referring to Machado’s mother as his aunt. 
 
But Almora stopped short of trying to play Cubs executive in an effort to acquire Machado. 
 
“It’s up to the front office guys to make those kind of decisions,” Almora said. “We have a great team as 
we stand.” 
 
One and done? Manager Joe Maddon doubts that scenarios in which relievers like Sergio Romo starting 
on consecutive days as he did last weekend for the Rays would become part of the norm. 
 
Maddon stressed the Rays did it out of necessity. He added such a strategy would need to be developed 
in the minors to get pitchers acclimated to it, and its steady use would threaten to wear out relievers. 
 
“It might have stirred up interest, like (Anthony) Rizzo batting leadoff,” Maddon said. “(But) I don’t want 
to tell Jon Lester ‘he’s coming in in the second (inning). 
 
“And I definitely wouldn’t want to tell John Lackey that. That would be my worst nightmare.” 
 
Delighted with DH: This marked the Indians’ first trip to Wrigley Field since Game 5 of the 2016 World 
Series, but Maddon wasn’t too nostalgic recalling the 3-2 victory in an elimination game. 
 
"I knew (Kyle Schwarber) was going to play (designated hitter if we won), and our pitching was good,” 
Maddon recalled. “That was the one time I was a fan of the (designated hitter). I felt good about it in a 
weird way. It was all possible after winning (Game 5) here. Everything was lined up OK.” 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Sun-Times 
Kris Bryant on Cubs: ‘We’re pretty average right now’ 
By Gordon Wittenmyer 
 



 

Even with the Cleveland Indians at Wrigley Field for the first time since that historic October, it took 
some serious self-delusion Tuesday night to imagine any semblance of World Series baseball. 
 
Cubs starter Tyler Chatwood regressed to six-walk form after a promising effort in his most recent start 
and didn’t get out of the third inning. Trevor Bauer stifled the Cubs’ lineup for six innings. 
 
And unless Manny Machado can pitch and hit five-run homers, not even the Orioles’ superstar shortstop 
was going to help the Cubs on a night they opened a five-game homestand with a 10-1 loss. 
 
If anything, this outing was part of a pattern that, 45 games into the season, makes evaluating trading-
deadline needs a pin-the-tail-on-the-donkey exercise. 
 
“I feel like we’re underperforming a little bit,” third baseman Kris Bryant said even before the game. 
“We’re pretty average right now.” 
 
But that average is built on significant highs and significant lows. 
 
Consider that the Cubs have played three last-place teams this month, going 8-2 and averaging 8.1 runs 
per game. Against their four other opponents this month: 1-8 and 2.7 runs per game. 
 
They lead the majors with nine games of 10 or more runs, and have scored eight or more in 15. And two 
or fewer in 14. 
 
They’re 7-1 against the Brewers. They’re 18-19 against everyone else. 
 
“You think of the 2016 team, and you’re spoiled when you think of that kind of caliber we played all 
year,” center fielder Albert Almora Jr. said of the Cubs’ 103-win, wire-to-wire run to the division title. 
“But I like where we’re at, and I think we’re playing at a really high level right now with the intensity. 
We’ll see. It’s still early.” 
 
It may be early, but Chatwood is nine starts into his first season as a Cub with a troubling inability to 
throw strikes consistently. 
 
Six days after walking just two in a 5„-inning start in Atlanta, Chatwood (3-4) walked six, including three 
during a four-run second inning he failed to complete. His enormous walk rate finally bit him when he 
gave up a three-run homer to Jose Ramirez. 
 
“It was tough,” manager Joe Maddon said. “His stuff is so good. We just couldn’t get a strike. . . . We’ve 
got to harness this somehow. We’ve got to figure it out.” 
 
It was his sixth start with at least five walks. He leads the majors with 40 walks, only one fewer than his 
strikeout total. 
 
“I was fighting myself,” said Chatwood, who threw only 30 of 74 pitches for strikes. 
 
So, Machado or a pitcher at the deadline? 
 
The Cubs had 10 hits in this game and put runners in scoring position in every inning but the ninth, when 
pinch hitter Ian Happ led off with a homer. 
 



 

But continuing another pattern, they went 0-for-10 with men in scoring position, stranding 10 at second 
or third. 
 
“We’ve got a long ways to go,” said first baseman Anthony Rizzo, who said he doesn’t think the three 
other front runners in the division are going away anytime soon. “With the attitudes and personalities 
[on the team], we’re built for the long haul.” 
 
The Cubs have one more game in this series Wednesday before playing the Giants for three games over 
the weekend, then going on the road against two surprise early contenders in Pittsburgh and New York. 
 
Could that give more of an indication of what kind of team the Cubs have for the pennant race this year? 
Or at least help define some needs for the trade deadline? 
 
Either way, Bryant sounds confident. 
 
“We look at our track record here, with three consecutive NLCS appearances,” Bryant said. “And, sure, 
that gets old, and maybe it can be seen as like an excuse. 
 
“But I think when you look at the talent in here and what we’ve been able to do, it would be kind of 
foolish to doubt us.” 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Sun-Times 
Media rumor circus makes stop for Cubs at Wrigley Field — Manny Machado next? 
By Gordon Wittenmyer 
 
Cubs first baseman Anthony Rizzo waited for the cameras to get into position and waited for the writers 
to assemble. 
 
But he didn’t have to wait for a question before the opener of the five-game homestand Tuesday to 
know what was coming. 
 
“I should have worn an orange shirt today,” he said as the media scrum settled in at his locker. 
 
It was one of the few things missing — the Orioles’ orange and black — as the Manny Machado media 
circus visited Wrigley Field, just 10 miles north of where Machado actually played against the White Sox. 
 
The Orioles’ superstar shortstop — and best friend of Cubs center fielder Albert Almora Jr. — is the 
center of attention in town this week. 
 
The Cubs plan to explore a trading deadline deal for Machado, according to sources, as first reported 
two weeks ago by the Sun-Times. At least one national report since then suggested the Cubs are the 
favorites to land the young slugger. 
 
“We have no control [over that],” Rizzo said. “I do know that I’ve seen rumors long enough that it’ll be 
rumors until Aug. 1, until the deadline’s over. We’re just starting a little early this year, in May.’’ 
 
That’s what makes this one so unique. The Orioles’ miserable start began a rumor mill early for the best 
hitter. 
 



 

Almora, who talked with the Sun-Times earlier this month about lobbying the front office to acquire the 
friend he calls his “cousin,” hopes to get together with Machado for lunch this week. 
 
But it won’t be about business. 
 
“When we talk, we talk about family,” said Almora, who was 3 and Machado was 4 when they first 
played on the same baseball team in Miami. 
 
Whatever Theo Epstein’s front office is able to pull off between now and the July 31 deadline, Cubs 
players say they’re not talking about the rumors and seem sensitive to teammate Addison Russell,  who 
would almost certainly have to be involved for the Cubs to make such a trade work. 
 
“Our front office is one that has always been one to make moves, and they’re not afraid to do things,” 
third baseman Kris Bryant said. “We’ve seen that. We won a World Series because of that, getting 
[Aroldis] Chapman and some of the other guys we got. 
 
“But we don’t put one ounce of thought into that because we’re happy with the guys that we have here. 
The effort that everybody puts forth day in and day out when they’re on the field is spectacular. 
 
“Until someone’s gone or whatever, we’re going to play with who we’ve got and continue to play the 
way we have.” 
 
Russell, 24, said over the weekend that he doesn’t pay attention to the rumors. 
 
“The age that he’s at, the experience level that he’s at, I think that it just can’t help but have an impact,” 
manager Joe Maddon said. “He would be robotic if it did not.” 
 
As much as Almora relishes the idea of sharing a clubhouse with Machado, he doesn’t want to see any 
teammate go. 
 
“We have a special team here,” he said. “It’s up to the front-office guys to make those kinds of 
decisions. We have a great team here as we stand. We’ll see what happens.” 
 
-- 
 
Daily Herald 
Cleveland clobbers Chatwood, Cubs 10-1 
By Bruce Miles 
 
For the Cubs fans in attendance Tuesday night at Wrigley Field, it had to be more fun remembering the 
not-too-distant past than watching Tyler Chatwood pitch. 
 
The Cleveland Indians came to town for the first time since the 2016 World Series. On Oct. 30, 2016, the 
Cubs beat the Indians to pull within three games to two. 
 
They'd eventually go on to win at Cleveland in seven games. 
 
Chatwood's performance completely sucked the life out of the crowd of 37,168 as he lasted just 2⅔ 
innings, giving up 4 runs while walking 6 and striking out just 1 as the Indians cruised to a 10-1 victory. 
Of the 74 pitches Chatwood threw, only 30 were strikes. 
 



 

It's been a wild time for Chatwood in his first year with the Cubs. Of his first 9 starts, only 3 have been 
quality starts, and he has a walk rate of 7.88 per 9 innings and a WHIP of 1.62. 
 
No trip of the Indians to Chicago will fail to stir memories of the Cubs' first world championship since 
1908. 
 
Cubs manager Joe Maddon watched his team go down 3-1 in the World Series, but he said he left the 
park after Game 5 feeling reasonably good about things after they won 3-2. 
 
"The mindset, I remember it was Halloween, walking out of the ballpark," he said. "I had that freaky suit 
on, and I know that Theo and Jed (team president Epstein and GM Hoyer) went out there to pass out 
candy. It was trying to present the right kind of an attitude. But the biggest part about that was (Kyle) 
Schwarber was going to play, and our pitching was good. 
 
"We had the right pitchers who were going to pitch in those next two games. And we had the DH. That 
was the one time I was a fan of the DH. Getting his (Schwarber's) bat in the lineup I thought was going to 
be very important to us at that moment. Kind of hopeful. Kind of felt good about it in a really weird way 
because it was definitely possible after winning the game here and going over there having to take two. 
Everything was lined up OK." 
 
Cubs third baseman Kris Bryant, who assisted on the final out of the World Series, said, "2016 was great, 
but it's a completely different year. We're not really worried about the memories or any of that. We'd 
love to do it all over again." 
 
Back to the present, the Cubs are going to have to find a way to get Chatwood right. He threw 39 pitches 
in the third inning, giving up 4 runs, with 3 coming on a homer by Jose Ramirez. Chatwood walked three 
in inning. Maddon said Chatwood has good stuff, but it's a matter of harnessing it. 
 
"It's really frustrating because one at-bat, I'll feel really good and then the next one I'm fighting myself," 
said Chatwood, who is 3-4 with a 3.74 ERA. "I think it's just more frustrating that I'm putting us behind 
against a guy like (Trevor) Bauer, the way he's throwing the ball right now." 
 
Reliever Mike Montgomery wasn't much better as he allowed 6 hits and 6 runs in 2⅓ innings. 
 
-- 
 
Daily Herald 
Cubs' Almora on Machado: 'We consider each other family' 
By Bruce Miles 
 
The Cubs' Albert Almora Jr. and the Baltimore Orioles' Manny Machado aren't really cousins. But they're 
so close, having grown up together in South Florida, that they could be cousins, or brothers. 
 
"My backyard was the spot to be," Almora said Tuesday at Wrigley Field while Machado was on the 
South Side at Guaranteed Rate Field. "We had a lot of fun. We used to get in trouble, being on top of my 
roof and stuff like that. We consider each other family." 
 
After many in the Chicago media descended on Machado on Monday, some of those same media 
members surrounded Almora at his locker before Tuesday's Cubs game against the Cleveland Indians. 
 
The Cubs have been reported to be in pursuit of Machado, but Almora said he needs to do no sales job. 



 

 
"That's the great thing about this organization," he said. "Nothing needs to be said. Guys want to play 
for us because we're the team to be. We have a lot of fun here. We have a great group of guys. 
 
"What we have here is a special unit, a special team. Like he said and like I'm saying right now, that's up 
to the front-office guys to make those kinds of decisions. We have a great team here as we stand. We'll 
see what happens." 
 
Because Machado is having an MVP-caliber start to his season and because he can become a free agent 
in the fall, the trade rumors have started early. Cubs third baseman Kris Bryant said that's not affecting 
things in the clubhouse. 
 
"There's not one word that has been spoken about any of that, trades or whatever, in this clubhouse," 
he said. "Our front office is one that has always been one to make moves, and they're not afraid to do 
things. We've won a World Series because of that and getting (Aroldis) Chapman and some of the other 
guys we got. We don't put one ounce of thought into that. We're happy with the guys that we have 
here. 
 
"The effort everyone puts out when they're on the field day in and day out is spectacular. We have a 
great group of guys here. Until someone's gone or whatever, we're going to play with what we've got 
and continue to play the way we have." 
 
The other side of it: 
Cubs manager Joe Maddon said he doesn't mind the media asking players about trade rumors. He also 
says he feels for a young player such as Cubs prospect Addison Russell, whose name has been thrown 
into the rumor mill concerning Manny Machado. 
 
"Of course," Maddon said. "I was talking before about a 24-year-old hitter. How about a 24-year-old 
human being having to process all of that? I'm sure it would (affect Russell). I would be that it would, 
absolutely. He would be robotic if it did not." 
 
-- 
 
Daily Herald 
Rozner: Cubs can quiet nonsense with better baseball 
By Barry Rozner 
 
It is officially silly season for the Chicago Cubs. 
 
While nonsense swirls about, the team must go about the business of winning the NL Central again. 
 
And though players don't like the inevitable absurdity that accompanies a sluggish start, they can 
control that by simply playing good baseball. 
 
This is where we remember that the club has won 292 games the last three seasons with three straight 
NLCS appearances and, oh yeah, a World Series title that pacified the masses for about 15 minutes. 
 
Yes, this season has been frustrating. The Cubs have played plenty of bad baseball, just as they had 
played to this point a year ago when they had the hangover as a legitimate excuse. 
 



 

They have not consistently hit with runners in scoring position, something Joe Maddon has bemoaned 
frequently as they aggravate the manager with a home-run approach when an opposite-field single 
would win them a game. 
 
But hitting will not determine this team's fate. Starting pitching and defense will, as is nearly always the 
case. 
 
The Cubs have not caught the ball in 2018 and that hasn't done the staff any favors, though an 
expensive starting rotation has also been more cold than hot. 
 
Their starting pitching FIP is 21st in baseball, up a couple spots from a week ago when the only teams 
worse were the likes of the Tigers, Jays, Marlins, Royals, Rangers, Orioles, White Sox and Reds. 
 
Not exactly a list you want to be on, not when you've invested as much as the Cubs have in building a 
rotation. 
 
In starting pitching WAR, they moved up one spot from a week ago to 22nd with a plus-1.5, when they 
were a negative WAR beginning last week. 
 
The Cubs were projected by nearly everyone to have a top-five starting staff in 2018, but so far have not 
been close. 
 
The last week has been considerably better, though a weekend in Cincinnati is going to help your 
numbers quite a bit. 
 
Minus the World Series exhaustion as an excuse, the Cubs this season have played a lot like they did 
early last season, appearing distracted and lacking focus in the field. 
 
Still, they went into Tuesday night 6 games over .500 and in third place, 2 games back, similar to a 
season ago on this date when they were in third place and 2½ out of first. 
 
It feels a little bit like the beginning of the Braves' run of 14 straight division titles, when they got off to 
plenty of slow starts. 
 
In 1992 on this date, Atlanta was 5-under .500 and in fourth place in the West, before they won 98 
games and captured the division by 8 games. 
 
In 1993 on this date, the Braves were 4 games out and ended up winning 104 games and took the 
division on the last day of the season over the 103-win Giants. 
 
The 1994 season was wiped out by the strike, but on this date in 1995 the Braves were in second place 
in the newly-aligned N.L. East, 5 games over .500 and 3 games out of first. 
 
That team finished 90-54 in a shortened season -- on pace to win 101 games in a full season -- won the 
division by 21 games, and won the World Series amid a stretch of eight straight years getting to at least 
the NLCS, with five World Series appearances. 
 
During those early months of those seasons, Braves players would chuckle at the panic in Atlanta, 
knowing precisely what the outcome would be because they had the starting pitching to ultimately get 
the job done. 
 



 

The Cubs don't have Hall of Famers like Greg Maddux, Tom Glavine and John Smoltz leading their staff, 
but if the forecasts were correct then the Cubs' rotation should look at lot more like it did this past week 
than it did the first six weeks of the season. 
 
If that occurs, the Cubs won't have a lot to worry about the next four months, and they'll win the 
division just as they did the last two years. 
 
And the conversation will again be about whether they can win the World Series in 2018, rather than all 
the ancillary noise they are growing accustomed to. 
 
But the reality is if the Cubs don't pitch well, and they don't start catching it every day, they'll have to 
get used to the sound of thunder. 
 
-- 
 
The Athletic 
It might be foolish to doubt the Cubs, but Tyler Chatwood was due for a start like this 
By Sahadev Sharma 
 
“It would be kind of foolish to doubt us.” 
 
Kris Bryant’s words before the Cubs’ 10-1 loss to the Cleveland Indians are completely accurate. Bryant 
was addressing a question about whether he hears from fans who are concerned about a team that’s 
now five games over .500, but a little more inconsistent than some would like. Bryant didn’t deny there 
are some issues that need to be addressed, but ultimately, he, like all his teammates, is confident they’ll 
start clicking soon enough and get to where they need to be. 
 
But that doesn’t mean it’s unfair to point out those flaws and wonder how and when they’ll be 
corrected. On Tuesday, some of them were on full display. A Cubs starter walking too many batters? 
Check. Said starter not being able to go deep into a game, taxing a bullpen that’s dangerously close to 
being overworked before June? Yup. An offense that appeared to be turning the proverbial corner 
coming to a screeching halt against a quality pitcher? Oh yeah. 
 
It was all there on this night. 
 
Let’s start with one aspect that might have been a bit deceiving. 
 
“For one run, we had great at-bats all night,” manager Joe Maddon said. “I loved our at-bats. I thought 
we played with a lot of energy. Everything was right. We just could not prevent runs from them.” 
 
Excuses get tiresome, especially when you see a lot of the same issues pile up over and over again. But 
Maddon has a point here. Trevor Bauer’s line was strong as he tossed six innings of shutout ball, striking 
out six and walking just two. But he also gave up seven hits and numerous other hard-hit balls that 
didn’t seem to carry. 
 
Kyle Schwarber slugged one to start the second that died in left-center. Willson Contreras watched one 
fly deep to left that he was sure he got ahold of, only to see it fall into a defender’s glove on the warning 
track. Kris Bryant’s double off the ivy in right-center originally seemed destined for the seats. On 
Cleveland’s side, Jason Kipnis hit one to left that also died at the track. Even José Ramírez’s three-run 
homer seemed much deeper, only to land in the basket. 
 



 

It isn’t rare to see that when the wind is howling in, but the flags on the left-field pole, usually the 
strongest indicator of what the wind is doing on a given day, were limp for most of the evening. 
 
“It was a weird day today,” Schwarber said. “The ball wasn’t really carrying with not much wind at all. I 
guess it was a rare day here at Wrigley to see that.” 
 
Tuesday was a good test for the Cubs offense. Bauer came into the night with a 2.59 ERA and fifth 
among pitchers in the American League with 1.8 WAR. He’d held the Cubs to just one run in 6 2/3 
innings earlier in the season in Cleveland. Taking it to a pitcher who has been rolling for much of the 
season, one they’d already seen and therefore might feel more comfortable against, would have been a 
nice statement for a group looking to kick the label of “feast-or-famine.” 
 
You’ll take 10 hits and three walks. But even with all the hard contact and bad luck, 0-for-10 with 
runners in scoring position and 11 men left on base just won’t sit well. Perhaps you can let this lone 
instance slide and try to focus on the good, but as a whole, an offense that comes and goes is becoming 
a vexing part of the early season for the Cubs and something that must, and theoretically should, even 
out. 
 
It looked like the bullpen was going to have a rough day once again, as far as usage goes. But after 2 2/3 
disastrous innings from Tyler Chatwood, Maddon was able to go to Mike Montgomery for 2 1/3, Justin 
Hancock for three and Justin Wilson for one, staying away from the key members of the bullpen and 
guys like Steve Cishek and Brian Duensing who are being leaned on far too much in the season’s first 
two months. 
 
Montgomery gave up six earned runs, effectively putting the game away in Cleveland’s favor and ruining 
Maddon’s hopes of keeping the opposition at bay and allowing his offense the chance to mount a 
comeback. But the real culprit on the evening was Chatwood. The wild righty walked six batters and 
allowed four hits – including a three-run homer — and four runs during his short outing. Chatwood has a 
lot of moving parts in his delivery and has talked about how when he’s missing, usually up and to the 
arm side, it’s because his head is leaking. Essentially, his body is out of sync with his arm and it’s not 
always as easy as identifying the problem and making a simple correction. 
 
“He’s got a busy delivery,” Maddon said. “When he throws the baseball, it’s kind of busy what he does 
with his hands. It’s something he’s done for awhile. It’s not like you can just change it easily. Because 
that’s how his arm works, how his body works. 
 
“When your arm works a certain way for such a long period of time, it’s hard to say, ‘I’m just going to 
change what I was doing.’ Possibly slowing things down a bit. Things that him and [pitching coach Jim 
Hickey] are working on. But he’s 28 years of age. That’s really a nice number for me. I really think a lot of 
time guys come into their own 27, 28, as pitchers. I have a lot of faith. I know we’re going to reap the 
benefits as he figures this thing out.” 
 
Maddon believes that and the Cubs obviously do too. That’s why they gave Chatwood a three-year, $38-
million deal in the offseason to fill one of the holes in their rotation. They did so despite Chatwood’s 
career 11.2 percent walk rate and his career-worst 12.2 percent walk rate in 2017. They fell in love with 
the stuff, the elite spin rate of his four-seam fastball and curveball. They rationalized that in Colorado, 
he couldn’t fully utilize his curveball and take advantage of what should be a great put-away pitch, 
especially paired with the four-seamer. But at the moment, it’s not translating into success. 
 
“It’s definitely frustrating,” Chatwood said. “Because one at-bat I’ll feel really good and then the next 
one I feel like I’m fighting myself. 



 

 
“I’m trying to force pitches rather than just letting it happen, trusting my stuff. A little mechanical thing, 
I’m drifting off the mound. I don’t know where I created that bad habit, but it’s hard to break right 
now.” 
 
Chatwood walked one in the first, then started the second with a walk, then a double play. When he 
walked No. 8 hitter Greg Allen, he let out of frustrated scream before retiring Bauer on a groundout. His 
good fortune would run out in the third as he started the inning by allowing a walk and a single and then 
uncorking a 94-mph heater that Ramírez deposited into the basket in right field. He’d allow another 
single, a walk, a groundout and a run-scoring sacrifice fly before exiting after walking Allen once again. 
 
“The three-run homer is an anomaly play [for him],” Maddon said. “He normally does not give up that 
big hit. He might walk a couple guys, but the home run doesn’t normally follow. But it did. And that’s 
what kind of put us behind the eight ball.” 
 
Maddon isn’t wrong. Chatwood entered the day with a .200 batting average against, seventh-lowest in 
the National League. He’d allowed just one home run all season, delivering a 3 percent HR/FB rate. But 
the reality is, that’s not sustainable. And when you’re walking batters at what’s now a 19.7 percent rate, 
you’re playing with fire. Either the walks are going to drop or the opponent’s runs are coming in 
bunches. On Tuesday, it was the latter. 
 
Maddon is confident they’ll right the ship with Chatwood. But that’s Maddon. It’s what he does and it’s 
how he operates, especially when talking to the media. Outside of rare instances like the Cubs’ ugly loss 
in the front end of a doubleheader in Cincinnati on Saturday, Maddon won’t go out of his way to vent 
about his displeasure with his team’s play. And as hard as it can be to stay positive after games like 
Tuesday’s, going back to Bryant’s message in pregame seems apropos. 
 
“I don’t pay much attention to it,” Bryant said when asked if he hears complaints from fans about the 
team’s inconsistent play. “I don’t read any of the comments, the newspaper, any of that. But, when you 
guys ask the questions, I’m starting to get a little sense that our fans aren’t as happy as they would like 
to be. I guess it’s understandable. I feel like we’re underperforming a little bit. We’re pretty average 
right now. But we’re still six games above .500 and in a pretty good spot. We kind of look at our track 
record here, three consecutive NLCS appearances. It’s true, that gets old and maybe it can be seen as an 
excuse. But I think when you look at the talent in here and what we can do, it would be kind of foolish to 
doubt us. We’re right where we need to be. We’re excited and we’re ready to go. Guys are refreshed 
and we’re ready to make a run at it.” 
 
That didn’t start Tuesday. And it might not start this week. But history tells us it’s coming soon enough. 
Whether it’s enough to get them to October, and whether they can bring that energy during that month 
as well, is all that really matters for this group. 
 
-- 
 
The Athletic 
Wrigley’s Machado Madness: R-E-L-A-X … of course the Cubs are going to be in on Manny 
By Patrick Mooney 
 
The Cubs give their players first-class amenities and run concierge services for whatever their families 
need in Chicago, but it all comes with this obvious expectation: You better perform. Because as much as 
The Cubs Way values character, your makeup won’t matter as much when someone better comes along. 
 



 

This isn’t breaking news: Professional sports are a ruthless business. Each player is essentially the CEO of 
his own small company. Theo Epstein can be a cold-blooded executive. 
 
The Cubs fired a group of coaches from their World Series team last October, less than a full year after 
the parade down Michigan Avenue. That celebration doesn’t happen without trading for Aroldis 
Chapman, the first player suspended under Major League Baseball’s domestic-violence policy. 
 
The Cubs don’t think small. Epstein obsessively hunted Jon Lester to the point where he joked he was 
ready to soak himself in deer urine if it would help close the $155 million deal. After a surprising team 
won 97 games during Lester’s first year in 2015, Epstein convinced the business side to do two 
offseasons in one, guaranteeing almost $290 million to free agents. 
 
The Cubs aim high. Epstein’s group started a dialogue with Yu Darvish’s people — even though they 
initially believed the contract would be far beyond their price range — because they thought he was the 
best pitcher on the free-agent market. 
 
So, yeah, Epstein and general manager Jed Hoyer are going to be involved in the Manny Machado 
discussions, because they wouldn’t be doing their jobs if they didn’t look into a Gold Glove defender 
having a potential Triple Crown season. 
 
That doesn’t mean Addison Russell is about to become the starting shortstop for the Baltimore Orioles. 
There are two-plus months to debate what you would be willing to give up for a rental player and how 
sacred each season really is. But let’s just get this out of the way: The Cubs have good talent and some 
flaws and zero fear of anyone else in the National League. 
 
“Our front office is one that is always going to make moves and is not afraid to do things,” third 
baseman Kris Bryant said before Tuesday’s ugly 10-1 loss to Trevor Bauer and the Cleveland team that 
hadn’t been back to Wrigley Field since Game 5 in 2016. “We’ve seen that. We won a World Series 
because of Chapman and some of the other guys we got. 
 
“But we don’t put one ounce of thought into that because we’re happy with the guys that we have here. 
The effort that everybody puts forth — day in and day out — is spectacular. We have a great group of 
guys here. 
 
“Until someone’s gone or whatever, we’re going to play with what we got and continue to play the way 
we have.” 
 
This was an awkward pregame scene inside the clubhouse, the day after Machado’s press conference at 
Guaranteed Rate Field, where the Orioles are playing the White Sox this week in a series that might help 
decide the No. 1 overall pick in the 2019 draft. 
 
As soon as the room opened to the media, reporters crowded around Albert Almora Jr., who grew up 
with Machado in Miami and had this takeaway from the State of Manny address on the South Side: 
Gotta get one of those Gucci cardigan sweaters with the tiger design. 
 
“Obviously, we consider each other family,” Almora said. “Anybody that asks me, I say that’s my cousin. 
I was a groomsman in his wedding. Obviously, he wasn’t one in mine, because I did it on an off-day here 
in Chicago (in 2016). But if I have a big one — one day with my wife — he’s sure going to be up there 
with me. Absolutely, I call his mother ‘my aunt’ and his uncle has been part of my family all along.” 
 



 

Almora — who is now emerging as a Gold Glove-caliber center fielder just in time for his buddy’s 
upcoming free-agent tour — says he doesn’t have a recruiting pitch ready for Machado. 
 
“That’s the great thing about this organization,” Almora said. “There’s nothing that needs to be said. 
Guys want to play for us because we’re the team to be and we have a lot of fun here. We have a great 
group of guys.” 
 
We haven’t read all 359 pages of the collective bargaining agreement, but it’s probably not tampering 
when you’re talking about someone who played in your backyard as a kid — Almora remembered 
throwing a basketball while Machado swung a wood bat — and maybe pretended to be in the World 
Series. 
 
“If we were to ever play together, absolutely, that’s the dream,” Almora said. “I know right when I got 
back to Miami, I kind of rubbed it in his face a little bit. We would work out — and when he would give 
me a hard time — I’d be like, ‘Hey, check my ring out.’ He’d just smile and laugh, but that’s about it, 
man. That’s the goal. That’s why we play this game. 
 
“When we talk, we talk about family and his wife. We talk about my son and my wife, but that’s it.” 
 
Several minutes later and a few lockers over, Anthony Rizzo noticed the pack of writers and cameramen 
loitering and asked: “Are we getting a new player?” The Cubs first baseman joked that he should have 
worn an orange shirt for the Oriole media circus. 
 
“You hear rumors all the time,” Rizzo said. “If I’m going to stand up here and comment on every rumor, 
it’s just crazy. It’s what baseball players [deal with]. People write stuff. We have no control. I have no 
idea what’s going on. I do know that I’ve seen rumors long enough to know that it will be rumors until 
August 1 — until the deadline’s over — so we’re just starting a little earlier this year.” 
 
With that in mind, manager Joe Maddon does feel for Russell, who only two years ago had been the NL’s 
starting shortstop in the All-Star Game, a Gold Glove finalist and a clutch World Series performer. 
 
“Of course, of course,” Maddon said near the end of an 18-minute press briefing that began with a 
classic get-off-my-lawn rant about how cell phones have ruined communication. 
 
“I was just talking about him as a 24-year-old hitter. How about a 24-year-old human being having to try 
to process all of that? Whether he’s hearing it or not from anywhere here — mom, dad, brother, friend, 
former coach on the phone, ‘What’s this all about?’ — he’s got to be inundated with that conversation. 
 
“He didn’t ask for any of it. He’s just doing his job. I’m sure it would [affect him]. I would bet that it 
would, absolutely. He would be robotic if it did not. Again, honestly, if he’s like seven, eight years into 
the league and something like this was being bandied about, probably not nearly as much. But the age 
that he’s at, the experience level that he’s at, I think it just can’t help but have an impact. 
 
“We just got to continue to nurture him here. I talk to him all the time. There are certain things you 
cannot control. You can’t control what’s being said, but then you can control how you react to it. That’s 
about the best thing we can encourage him to do. And he’ll get our support.” 
 
Because the Cubs were good enough to win a World Series with Russell as their shortstop. But that 
support isn’t unconditional or unlimited. Whether or not the baseball bosses ultimately decide to go all-
in for Machado — or pivot in another direction — don’t focus on the shiny new toy so much that you 
lose sight of the group that’s advanced to the NLCS three years in a row. 



 

 
“That’s the way it goes, right?” Rizzo said. “As a fan, the Yankees get [Giancarlo] Stanton, and you still 
want more. As a fan, yeah, of course, you dream big and you think of the what-ifs. But I just appreciate 
everything we have here — our coaching staff, our organization — on a day-to-day basis. What we go 
out and do is pretty special.” 
 
-- 
 
The Athletic 
Clubhouse Access: How the Cubs’ uneven scoring distribution compares around baseball 
By Sahadev Sharma 
 
If you’ve watched Kyle Schwarber over his career, you’ve probably noticed a difference in his stance. 
 
This is Schwarber in 2017: 
 
(Image in link) 
 
And this is Schwarber this season: 
 
(Image in link) 
 
The current version shows Schwarber standing a bit more upright at the plate with his hands placed 
higher. While stances and mechanics can slowly morph over time with the constant adjustments and 
tweaks players are making throughout a season, this was a very deliberate change by Schwarber 
implemented over the offseason. 
 
“It was about me wanting to be a little bit more flat through the zone and that was going to be a way to 
help me get the path that I wanted to,” Schwarber said. “There’s always going to be constant 
adjustments made throughout the year. If I have my hands higher and I’m a little bit more upright, it’s 
going to help me with being able to fire there, up top. If [the ball is] down, then being able to drop into 
that slot where I want to get to. Just trying to stay simple and eliminate some bad movements I had last 
year.” 
 
Team president Theo Epstein spoke about this briefly earlier in the season, but Schwarber has been 
attacked with the high fastballs over the years and it became a bit of an issue for him. This slight tweak 
has allowed him to get to that fastball – maybe not hit it, but foul it off, at the very least – while still 
being able to attack the pitch down. 
 
“I was getting a little bit exposed up at the top last year,” Schwarber said. “That’s just a reason for me to 
do this now. The ball down, I’ve always felt comfortable handling. There are always times throughout 
the year where you might not hit up and you’re hitting down or vice versa. So it’s just how it goes. That’s 
why I say it’s always about adjustments and you have to find little tweaks.” 
 
Schwarber continues to mash low pitches. A quick look at his heat maps show that the majority of his 
power is coming on hard pitches down in the zone and middle-in. But he’s also handling the high pitch 
now. With pitches in the upper third of the zone or the area right above that part of the zone, 
Schwarber swung 61 percent of the time last season and had a swinging-strike rate of 38.1 percent. This 
season, he’s only swinging 57.4 percent of the time and only 33.3 percent of those swings are whiffs. 
 



 

Very little of the damage Schwarber does is in that upper part of the zone. On Sunday, it seemed the 
only way to get him out was to throw it there, as he struck out on a foul tip on a pitch up in the strike 
zone, then struck out looking at another one on the very edge of upper part of the zone, which led to 
him being tossed by home plate umpire John Tumpane. Schwarber may have been wrong, but it was 
worth it just for the GIFs of Javy Báez coming to pull him away from the umpire, Schwarber giving him a 
finger wag as if to say, “No man, let me have this,” Báez pausing for a second and then quickly realizing 
that letting him argue with the umpire wouldn’t lead to anything worthwhile. 
 
But back to the point. Right now, the process is working for Schwarber. After a bit of a slump, he’s still 
slashing .248/.382/.496. If you talk to him, he’ll surely tell you there’s more batting average in his bat. 
Perhaps it will come. But right now, you’ll take the mere 23.7 percent strikeout rate (his career average 
is 28.9 percent), a robust 17.8 percent walk rate (fifth in baseball) to go with his .248 ISO (10th in the 
NL). 
 
Last week I wrote about some of the issues facing the Cubs and what I consider legitimate concerns for 
the rest of the season. Since then, the pitcher I’m most confident in going forward, Kyle Hendricks, 
probably had the worst outing of the group this past turn through the rotation. It wasn’t that bad, 
especially considering he was cruising until an error by the sure-handed Addison Russell derailed what 
looked like was going to be a long, strong outing. But José Quintana looked as sharp as we’ve seen him 
this season, Yu Darvish bounced back from a potentially disastrous first inning, Tyler Chatwood had 
some of his best command of the year and Jon Lester upped his strikeout rate, dropped his walk rate 
and genuinely looked as good as one could expect. 
 
And the offense did what it’s done all season long: look brilliant at one moment and frustrate to no end 
the other. But when I wrote about that last week, a few commenters pointed out that perhaps I wasn’t 
being fair when talking about the Cubs’ inconsistent offense. After I pointed out that the Cubs have 
scored a large percentage of their runs in just a few games (it’s now 160 runs in 15 games and 77 in the 
other 29), they wondered how other teams around the league distribute their run scoring. I think that’s 
a fair question. 
 
So I took the top 10 teams by wRC+ (which I believe is probably the best all-encompassing offensive 
statistic) in baseball and averaged out their run distribution and compared it to the Cubs’ run 
distribution this season. With the league average at 4.42 runs per game, ideally, we’d want to see a 
rough bell curve with a lot of scoring generally in the four, five, six and seven regions. This is how the 
Cubs look against the average of the top offenses in baseball this season. 
 
That’s pretty much the opposite of what we want to see. It’s almost an inverted bell curve, or a bimodal 
distribution, with a major dip in the in the middle area. So, thus far, the Cubs have been the 
maddeningly inconsistent team we thought them to be. But it’s 44 games into the season, so there is 
plenty of time to even that chart out and make it look more like the rest of the top offenses. 
 
Except, we also have 162 games from last season in which the Cubs were inconsistent as well, right? 
Well, perhaps not. 
 
(Chart in link) 
 
Taking into account the entire 2017 season, there doesn’t seem to be any real bad pattern here. It just 
kind of looks like what the rest of the good offenses were doing. There’s nothing that truly suggests the 
Cubs were any worse than baseball’s strongest offensive teams when it came to scoring distribution. 
 



 

So we’re left with a couple questions: Can the Cubs even out their run distribution this season? And if 
they do, do we need to start paying closer attention to whom they’re doing it against? And is whom 
they’re doing it against going to be any different than how, say, the Atlanta Braves or New York Yankees 
are responding to those teams? 
 
But those are questions for another day. Right now, we know the Cubs have been inconsistent when it 
comes to scoring runs this season. Some adjustments need to be made by certain players, and perhaps 
we’re witnessing that process. Tuesday night they face a pitcher, Trevor Bauer, who shut them down for 
just one run on four hits over 6 2/3 innings earlier this season. Facing a top-tier pitcher (Bauer has been 
that so far this season with a 2.59 ERA and accumulating 1.8 WAR, according to FanGraphs, fifth in the 
American League) for the second time will be a nice test for this group as they attempt to quiet those 
questioning their abilities to score consistently and do so against better pitching. 
 
Some were wondering why I would say Addison Russell is who he is when he’s just 24 years old. In his 
last 20 games, Russell is slashing .320/.405/.471. Corner turned, right? Not so much. 
 
(Chart in link) 
 
The above chart, courtesy of FanGraphs, is Russell’s 15-game rolling wRC+ over the course of his career. 
We give Báez a lot of heat for being inconsistent and going hot and cold during his career, but Russell’s 
extremes are even more pronounced. 
 
It’d be folly to just look at a hot stretch from Russell and assume he’s figured it all out. Over the course 
of his career, I’ve covered many a hot streak from Russell that made me wonder that very thing. There 
was the conversion from a toe tap to a leg kick that he made during the 2015 All-Star break. There was 
the hot streak he had right around his 2016 All-Star selection, when many questioned whether he was 
worthy of the honor. There was the slight tweak in his stance at the end of last season when he turned 
his torso more toward the pitcher so he could see the ball better, leading to a clear uptick in walk rate. 
 
It’s great that Russell can make adjustments and effectively apply them in-game. But at some point, we 
need to see a long period of success to really believe it’s sustainable. Twenty games aren’t enough. The 
three things we should watch going forward are his ISO, walk rate and strikeout rate — the latter two 
have been much better this season (11.7 percent and 20.4 percent, respectively), but the strikeouts 
have been trending in the wrong direction of late. And even his recent uptick has his ISO sitting at .106, 
which would be the worst of his career. 
 
Regardless, who Russell is, 1,668 plate appearances into his career, may not be completely defined just 
yet. But one hot streak isn’t going to change that. And this isn’t the first time we’ve seen it. 
 
-- 
 
Cubs.com 
Walks hurt Chatwood, offense denied in loss 
By Carrie Muskat 
 
CHICAGO -- The last time the Cubs played the Indians at Wrigley Field, Chicago won Game 5 of the 2016 
World Series. Tyler Chatwood was a member of the Rockies then and didn't have a rooting interest. He 
did on Tuesday night, and the outcome was frustrating for the right-hander. 
 



 

Chatwood walked six over 2 2/3 innings and served up a crushing three-run homer to Jose Ramirez in 
the Cubs' 10-1 loss to the Indians, who took a 2-1 lead in this four-game, home-and-home Interleague 
series. The teams split a set at Progressive Field on April 24-25. 
 
In his last outing against the Braves, Chatwood appeared to have made the adjustments to limit the 
walks, issuing two over 5 1/3 innings. That wasn't the case on Tuesday. 
 
"He's got a busy delivery when he throws the baseball -- it's busy what he does with his hand," Cubs 
manager Joe Maddon said. "It's something he's done for a while. It's not something he can change 
easily. … You can see the movement from the side, how good it is. We've got to harness it somehow. I 
spoke to him on the bench and reassured him that it'll be fine. He knows that. Man, that's good stuff. 
We've just got to get him in that zone." 
 
Chatwood threw 74 pitches and only 30 for strikes in his shortest outing with the Cubs. It's the sixth time 
in nine starts that he's walked at least five, and he's the first Cubs pitcher to do so in that many games 
since Carlos Zambrano in 2007. Zambrano, though, made 34 starts that season. For the season, 
Chatwood has struck out 41 and walked a Major League-leading 40 over 45 2/3 innings. 
 
"It's definitely frustrating, because one at-bat I'll feel really good, and the next at-bat I'm fighting 
myself," Chatwood said. "It's even more frustrating that I'm putting us behind a guy like [Trevor] Bauer, 
the way he's throwing the ball right now. 
 
"I'm fighting myself. I feel my last time, I was able to stay in the rhythm, and tonight I was battling [and] 
rushing rather than staying back. It's keeping that feeling rather than maintaining it." 
 
Even though he's issued so many walks, Chatwood had only served up one home run prior to Tuesday's 
game. Ramirez's blow was the difference. 
 
"He might walk a couple guys, but the home run doesn't normally follow," Maddon said. "That's been 
the pattern -- he'll walk [batters] and then wiggle out of it because it's so hard to square up. They 
squared up the one time." 
 
Cubs catcher Willson Contreras expects Chatwood to get back on track. 
 
"In baseball, when you're on, you can throw with your eyes closed," Contreras said. "When you have an 
off-day, people will try to nitpick at every little thing. It's just part of the game, and I'm sure he's not 
going to have the same kind of start next time." 
 
Bauer, who took the loss in Game 5, scattered seven hits over six innings, and dodged trouble as the 
Cubs went 0-for-8 with runners in scoring position while he was in the game. 
 
"He was good," Kyle Schwarber said. "We hit some balls pretty hard. We're going to take that. 
Obviously, we want to push across some runs." 
 
Besides Ramirez's homer, which landed in the basket rimming the right-field wall, Jason Kipnis 
celebrated his homecoming to Chicago by hitting a two-run single in the fourth, and Yonder Alonso 
added a three-run double in the fifth, both off Mike Montgomery. 
 
MOMENT THAT MATTERED 
Good timing: Ian Happ spoiled the Indians' shutout bid when he led off the ninth with a home run, his 
third career pinch-hit homer. He connected off closer Josh Tomlin, launching the ball 433 feet to right, 



 

for his eighth home run of the year. Happ's blast struck the video board in right, and he's the first Cubs 
player to do that since Anthony Rizzo on Aug. 14, 2016, against the Cardinals. 
 
YOU GOTTA SEE THIS 
Javier Baez showed off his glove work and his speed. In the sixth, he robbed Greg Allen of a potential hit 
with a sliding stop on the grass. With two outs in the eighth, reliever Andrew Miller took over to face 
Baez, who tripled into the right-field corner. But Miller got Addison Russell to fly out and end the inning. 
The Cubs stranded 11 in the game, and went 0-for-10 with runners in scoring position. 
 
"I loved our at-bats and thought we played with a lot of energy," Maddon said. "Everything was right. 
We just could not prevent runs by them." 
 
HE SAID IT 
"My linkage [to the Indians] is winning the [World Series for the] first time in 108 years. It doesn't matter 
who the vehicle was, we just won. Cleveland was a good ballclub, it was a great Series, very entertaining, 
thought-provoking. But it was about us and not about them at the end of the day." -- Maddon, on 
whether the Cubs and Indians are linked because of the 2016 World Series 
 
UP NEXT 
Jon Lester will close the brief Interleague series on Wednesday, facing the Indians for the second time 
this season, in the MLB Network Showcase game. On April 25 at Progressive Field, he gave up three 
runs, all on solo homers, over seven innings but took the loss in a 4-1 decision. The lefty is coming off a 
win over the Reds in which he gave up two hits over six innings. First pitch is scheduled for 7:05 p.m. CT 
at Wrigley Field, and the Tribe will counter with right-hander Adam Plutko. 
 
-- 
 
Cubs.com 
Cubs hear the buzz, discuss Machado rumors 
By Matthew Martell 
 
CHICAGO -- Albert Almora Jr. and Manny Machado used to pretend they were on the same team, 
playing in the World Series, back when they were growing up in South Florida. On Tuesday, the two 
were asked about the possibility of one day playing together for real. 
 
Machado, who is in town as the Orioles play the White Sox eight miles away from Wrigley Field, could be 
a possible fit for the Cubs in a midseason trade or free-agent acquisition this winter. The Orioles' 
superstar didn't get into too much detail except to call Almora his "cousin." Almora was a bit more 
forthcoming, while still acknowledging that it's a sensitive subject. 
 
"What we have here is a special unit, a special team," Almora said. "Like [Machado] said, and like I'm 
saying right now, that's up to the front office guys to make those kinds of decisions. We have a great 
team here as we stand, so we'll see what happens." 
 
Still, the idea of playing with his childhood friend is exciting for Almora, who said the two always 
dreamed of playing together one day. 
 
"I used to throw a basketball to him, and he used to hit it with a wood bat, and we always would put 
scenarios on in my backyard -- World Series, and stuff like that," Almora said. "Obviously, we never sat 
down and talked serious about it as kids, but now that we're adults, that would be special." 
 



 

A lot can happen between now and the July 31 non-waiver Trade Deadline that could impact the Orioles' 
decision whether to deal Machado, who entered Tuesday night hitting .343 with 15 homers and 43 RBIs. 
However, the rumors about Machado aren't likely to go away any time soon. 
 
Kris Bryant recognizes the impact a midseason trade can have. Look at what Aroldis Chapman did for the 
Cubs in 2016. But he's not advocating for any moves. 
 
"Our front office is one that's always been willing to make moves and isn't afraid to do things during the 
season," Bryant said. "We won a World Series because of Chapman and some of the other guys we got. 
But we don't put one ounce of thought into that, because we're happy with the guys we have here." 
 
Complicating matters even more is the fact that the Cubs already have an All-Star shortstop in Addison 
Russell, who is someone the club is excited about moving forward. 
 
It's hard for anyone to ignore all the rumors, manager Joe Maddon said, and they tend to be amplified 
more for the young players involved. 
 
"I'm sure it affects him," Maddon said. "He would be robotic if it did not." 
 
"Until someone's gone or whatever," Bryant said, "we're going to play with what we've got and continue 
to play the way we have been." 
 
-- 
 
 


